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ABSTRACT
Many. middle -aged children care for their aging
parents,
they 'both care for and care.about the parent(s). The
emotional and cognitive responses of,middleaged children to ,their.'
-- aged parents or parents-in°law were; examined through interviews with
/

51 middle-aged adults. RespOnses were anaiyzedto determine the
.level,Aype and range of concerns respOndents had regarding the
well-being of their aged parents and the burden of. parent-caring:
Most,resTondents disTlayed a high overall leve,11 of concern: Omen
were /more
fhan_pen to display concern at higher levels;
respondents\sharing a !ilome:vith a parent were:More.likely than
respondents from different-householdS to display higher,levelS of
concern. Type of concern varied somewhat accOrding to sex of
responfient and living arrangements.' Very few respondents indicated
any burdens associates with parent-caring, findingS indicated' that
parent - caring' may better prepare a child forihis.own old ;age and,

consegtently, his ability:to adapt to aging may besttengthened..
Findings also illustrate the need for prograisto educate the
mi-d-dte=a-gea hild about the nature of old age,/the care required. by
aged Tar3nts, and, the appropriate strategy for obtainingssisiance..
(AuthOr/NRB)
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is the degree of

concern nhiE7- voice abcut-:-the-problema of agfmg their parents face;
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and what aspects of p
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filial duties%
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Is the emotional investment of -HIPp rson.

Insight as =I,: how-parent

crld,-ege

caring children will adjust to p-ail,.t.lems of

by the term parent-caring.

of

:Child in per

l:argeting services desigp.z-e: Ino -mcappotier.

old

about-the welfare:,of

Presumably, even children 1.14h25, riosicl@ too far :tram a parent to p.-Orm

_tie functions enumerated above
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.emotional problems of their old

worry about his or her eld=ly
he child's assistance.
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iptits.

worried. bout the physical mnd_

Additionally,

-crn

if

a child. .is likely so

old? meson

:not in .new_ of

befm41 used here,, then, both baring for

As the

and caring about one's aged parents (plalifies a child as a parent-carer.

SIGNIFICANLE OF

TIOBLETI

The large number of middle-aged caildrearwith elderly parents and the high
1 rate with which they act as parental cam-makers indicate the need for research
designed to examine the impact

parent-1=11w

on the middle-aged child.

Sta-

.,

tiStics are lacking to showYthe
surviving parents.

proportn a

dale-aged individuals who have

This is in contrastro the abundant figures:counting-the

per-'

%L)

centmge of elderlyvith living children. Murray (1973) in reporting
census data,
offers some findings of the. former type, revealing
that for persons
58-59 years:
of age, 25% haye one aging parent alive, while J.
out.of every 10 persons. aged 58 to
Whave both parents
living. These figures will be higher
for middle-aged
perstms who are somewhat younger and areprobably
higher still in 1980. .Another-.,
index_1-is offered in census data reported by Sheppard '(1,978)
showing that,whilein197C

the mmtio of persons. 80+ to persons between60 and 64
was 46:100, by the:year
2000, it'will have increased to the point where 79
persons over 80 will be alive
for every 100 between the ages of 60 and 64.-

Although it can be argued that these.
numbers reveal little about the .willr
ingness and ability of. middle -aged children to provide
any support needed by their
old parent, it is one of the most accepted and repeated
findings in the geron\
tological literature that elderly persons
are usually well provided for by their
famil±es and that, the central figure in their
care is the adult child (Shanas,
1979; Tobin and Kulys, 1979; Troll, 1970; Sussman
and Burchinal, 1968; Shanas
and Streib, 1965). Indices frequently cited
as evidence of the strength of the

parent-child relationship in the care-taking ofold people
relate to the high
frequency of contact between the two generations and the
close proximityof most
67601 people to at least one child (Shanas,. 1979).

''Exploration into the phenomenology of parent- caring becomes.
even 'more important when it is clns'idered that Lhe need for middle-aged
children to provide.
suth care will increase in the future.
Demographic projections hold -that, while

the number and proportion.of all elderly will be.rising
for the foreseeable
future, the largest,increases
are expected to be'among the oldest, frailest and
most dependent elderly. While the proportion of young-old
persons aged-65-74 is
expected to rise by almost twenty percentage points, the

elderly'overMge 80

are expected to 'increase by a full 67%. .'Thus
not only will there be more old'.
people, but a greater percentage of the elderly will require'assistance
and/

support froffi their children.

In addition, data exist whichilead to the conclusion. that
parent-caring
is likely to grow increasingly more difficult, both emotionally and
physiCally,
for future cohorts of middle -aged children.
First;.parentrcating grows increas
ingly stressful as.theaged parent becomes more and
more frail, and, as we haVe
just seen it.is preciselythiS very frail sub-group of elderly which
will be

.

(3)

growing at the fastest pace.

Second,- due to increaGes_in longevity Which have

offset the ,significant biological dectements of aging until well into

thehth

decade of life, it-will become increasingly common to find. young -old children,
themselves confronting the'onset of o?.d-age, caring for old-old. parents.

(See

Neugarten, 1974, for a discuSsinn of differences between the young-old and aidold;)

It is likely,that, face&vith.deciining si,----,tgth and poorer health,li-*ese

young-ol&children may be rendered less capable of-providing adegnately for-the
ever increasing needs of their aged parents.

Fin*rrii, asloarentcaring becnnes.

'increasingly the responsibility of the late middle= -=aged child, it-may, for .a

growing number of them, begin to coincide and.conflict with the post- parental

freedoms they will have just begun to enjoy (Neugarten and Datan, 1974: Tobin

and Kulys, 1979)

The resulting:emotional.cOnflict is likely to be troublesome

for many of these late middle-aged children.
Information about the phenomenology of parent-oaring may albo be useful

.

for our understanding of how people are prepared for and are able in adapt to
old-age.

The increasing number of middle-aged children-with aged parents may

through observation of the old people in their lives, -be learning a great deal
about' what to expect in old-age.

If the middle-aged individuals use this infor-

mation, they may be' experiencing a preparation for old-age not often, afforded.

previousgenerations of middle-aged persons.

Once it is known how much Middle-

aged children are observing/about the years which lie ahead for them, further
research will'be needed to determine how this information was used and whether
or not it assisted the-individuals Who received it in adapting more smoothly or
more successfully to old-age.

The present researchrepresents the first step

toward this end.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
In light of the above, it is difficult to understand Why the efforts of

researchers have not been invested to'any significant degree toward examining
Review of the literature

the effects of parent-caring :cm- the middle-aged child.

reveals that, instead, researchers have concentrated' on-discovering the extent

to which children areperforming their filial duties and, more generally, keep -.
ing in touch with their parents; and on examining the nature of services ex-'
_

changed by aging parents and. their adult children (Sussman and Burchinal, 1968;
Johnson. and Bursk,.1977; Nimkoff, 1962; Shanao,

1968; Tobin andAWlys% 19_79).

Another .7-.....rrea of
ctureast==ion has. _been research
assessing the impact of
family suppo=s for-the.
the old pennon. One set of
quent17 cited =cern -true -motive
statistics _fre-

ins tit=tonali:=Lon
family dons aLso

function -cr.f the family for
., 1979; Neugarten, _11979; 'Townsend., offsetting
.7.1.962). The
la-e helpful in so
as the emrcti=nal stab 'laity
The findings indicate

,(S

tem Sztalizaf

of the a'ai persor is cl4a,
great etm-tziorza.1

d

that-old. eople

.

demtve

from their relation-thl' i wi.
children_ (Brady, =L.;
t1"94-r
1974; Stern_ and'q-oss
, 1965)- ,At tlitt Alitifi time,
a good mzonnt..of zittra ezt'Sr,.
---thfir..11 indicate that ttite need
for
adult chic. may
t froir_ran
_

people pr,'-z--P;--z to hav,--

Jive _indepezdentke
Thompson, ..L4f0).

elderly, feelings of dependency and
old
theinchildrer: but -_tbm et171e=

s- - r-,--7-1--ions -with

(k

-son, Hadwin,. and._.1.2rson, 1970;

any

In contrast, there

..Trstriking scarcity of- data
analysis of,....d.l.errt---nErinom
concerned wzttir the_
the
perspective
of
the
\ The majorit7 of the
middle-aged a-PPretaker.
literrtare: which does address this topic
nature but a few entyrical
is ti-...c-oretical in
:.--zudies have touched on it
indiLectly. These studies
have stressed the eraana_l_
ihurden placed on the parentl-icaring
elucidated tee' aspects of
c1r.L.-'d and have
3,=ent-caring with which the child has
coping.,
difficUlty
--------:
RObizmna--:and 1.:turner

found that -7E_ the

(1976) in examining morale
among naidii-7-7.-aged persons,'
50,-65 year old men and -women

studi,--:,,-.morale was
cariu:,-; for n aging parent.
Another
study systemati= ateft the. burden rn-f caring
for an emotianally..impaixed
old person..
Eglan-&,-..
rel-atoi-AL to

inve
Conducted

as part rof a larger research
project desigr...-cA. to dnvestigate the retT,,ve
effectiveness of a community mental
health Prbgram for impaired
elderly, [

Sainsbory, and Costain, 1975; Grad
and Sainsbury,
indicated that parent-caring did
represent a iht=den on the
parent-carer...,, 4th three-fburths of
the families studied reporting
burden and 40.%:---e-= respondents
some kind of
reporting the presence of
severe burdnin caring
for the mentally impaired old person.
1963

the alr-1.17gs

In a third gr-ztUdy of significance
conducted by Kalish and Johnson (1972)
who investigated the, attitudes
of women.
found that

from three, generation families,
it was

the midd"-LP-aged respondents had
the most

negative outlook -toward aging

in comparison to their: aged .nioe.ers anAl young-adult daughters.

The a thors Jar--

eerireted -;iis response as:due to ther4ambined effect of caring for an aged
mother and, simultaneously,. the middlo!-nged woman beginning to notice the onset

of age-related problems in7the self.

As for findings ann=erning the mmr=re of the problems of aged parents
which are most difficult fnr their achat children to dew` with, the litera.

ture

appears, to suggest *hat providimz for` the physicalmeeds of an 'old pers=

Is less problematic than cnping with r±te-emmtional.prohlems_one's elderly patio's

_enneate fortaar Ilsses (Simos, 1973; Troll, 1970).

face in attemptinr

However, the fine-Al-ipi ^f grad and Sai=lauttl: (1963) indicate that demands for

excessive attenti2

.ncL-_the need to prov4vcrnursing care caused their respon-

i'

dents to suffer7=,

=ions on employme=r_possibilities, on social and leisure

time activities-,=dTc3ulted in an emergence of physical and mental ailments in
_

family members.

-Thus

needs or the emc lona

-2.= remains to beeen whether

it is the instumental

7roblems of the elifs:rly which are the more difficult for

middle-aged children t:' handle.
To the mr---7r's Knowledge, only e

researcher has .attemped'to-systemati-.

cally exploreThenomenOlogy of parent- caring.

Lieberman.(1978) was interested

in ferreting ouz.rdemographic differencesziXn the mindsets of adult children with

regard to threespects ofparent-:carigr4; perception of.changes,in the aged
parent,.the exr=-0,-.4-ence of parent concerm,and the utilization-of outside sources.

of assistance.

Her 807, 20-70 year old-respondents were asked.if,either their

parents,or parents-in-law had exhibited: any. one or more of fout\changes over a

four year periodlirior to the interview; declining health, financial difficulties,

increased,d4Jendency on the child\for moral support_and.advice,or the need tore

.qUire mp*of'the respondent's time, energy or money.

Respondents-who reported

-havingbeen aware of parental change were then asked how preoccupied they were
with these changes and also bz)w'troubled they were about theM.

Finally, those

persons who reported being 'somewhatbr'Very troubled' by parental changeS were
asked if they had sought outside assistance.

Her findings indicated that over one-half of all respondents reported being aware of changes taking place in their aging parents or parents-in-law in at
least one of the four problem areas.

Women were found to rep rt awareness of

change more frequently than men and persons over the age of 35

re slightly,

more likely to report changes than were younger respondents between and 35.
Residential proximity was not related_to the perception of parental change.

;

Of the respondents who reported:perceiving changes in theft elderly
parents or parents-in-law, 45% reported being preoccupied.by f1==se_changes
occasionally.

An additional 19% indicated that they.were concemneiabour,

them often/or most of the tiMe.

When asked the extent to whidEtthese changes

were troublesome, 41% of'respOndents felt that they were somewiratt_or very
troubled by the changes and the intensity ot expressed

in the-women respondents.

concernwith.age

Of persons who reported being somewhe-.1-...-or very

troubled by parental change, 68% revealed having -sought'heIp ft= some outside

source, and for these:respondents,the only other life events

which

assistance was.obtained-more often concerned issues of the resmazlent's own
health or physical or sucial problems centering on their children:.
One additional finding of interest for the present resear=h :concerned

the nature of changes most frequently perceived by the child.

5&lous health

changes, Or increased dependency on children for moral suppovt, :time or energy

were reported three.timesmore often than financial need.

Lieberman Concludes

that her findingst jridicate that for a sizeable propOrtion of:respondents,

parent-caring was burdensome emotionally and that ',:be burden was greatest for

middleaged daughters and daughters-in-law.
While her results represent a significant contribution to the literature
on the impact of parent-caring on the middle-aged child, there are a few/
questions which remain-unanswered; First, while Lieberman reveals what aspects of
.

parental change the middle-aged child is aware of, the 'reader is notable to
ascertain whiCh of the'iour problem areas were most troubling to the child.
Additionally, although we are told that children are equally likely to be cognizant of parental change no matter how.fat ornear they live to their old par.

e_rth,no data are presented which directly test:the relationship, if any,

between residential proximity and the extent to which adult children are- troubled
by parental change. It is possible that more frequent.contact with one's aged
parents,? --such as would probably occur when residing in the same home with them,

may lead adult children who share their homes. in thiS way to voice more con-

cern over their Parents' welfare than children whose exposure. to the problems
their parents;face is much lower.

Finally, by offering only the four areas.of

change presented in assessing parent concern, Lieberman precluded the possible
appearance of other perceived changes and areas of concern. The present research
will attempt to replicate Lieberman's findings and to extend them by exploring
further the questions outlined above.

SEARCH QUESTIONS

"In addition to rep1L...._a and extemion of Lieberman s work,' two speci-*
Jac que.Stions regarding

ict of caring for an elderly parent will be ex,

First, no empithmalIresearch tas'been done which analyzed the extent

plored.

The absence

to which middle-aged childtem-find parent-caring to be a burden.

of such research indicar: the presence of an implicit assumption-that most
_

middle-aged children easily adapt to the filial role and do not feel burdened
by it.

This assumption, although it may be sound, requires testing, and it is

one goal of the author tm pursue this question..

The second goal of-this research is to explore diffet.ences between middle-

aged children caring fOrparents within their own home with those whose parents
It is-hypothesized that the burden of parent-caring may be

reside elsewhere.

A

at-risk'l group.

greater for the former7Toup, and that, in turn, they may be an

As Shanas (1979) notes. the likelihood ofncohabitation between elderly persons.
./

and their children increases significantly with age and as the-Old person's
health grows poorer.- Thus, those children who do share their home.in(this way
../

will probably be faced with havingto provide a greater mnount.of care for their
parent and are' likely to have more burdens in that regard'.

In addition,..having
.

.

the old persOnliving.under the same roof is likely to promote additional strains
such, as interference with the daily routines of the family.

STUDY POPULATION
\

-

The 51 middle-aged respondents reported on in this research are members
/

of three-generation families living in a large urban area.

They rere drawn

1
--..

from a pool of 592 persos
n (four adults from-each of 148 three-generation
-..

familiesr-1Interviewed as part of a larger investigation concerning intergenera-

tional relations.

1

1

\

B. Cohler, G. Hagestad, and B. Neugarten. A Study of Three-Generation.
Conducted at the Committee on Human Development at the University
Families.
of Chicago. The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of the study's
project assistant Florence Halprin.

Two steps were taken in.selecting the respondents for the present studyThe first step was'to identify, of the:148,nriginal familieS, those. in which
the two eldest generations resided together.
criterion.

Thirteen families met:this

(In the original investigation, four members of each family had

been. interviewed: one grandparent; a middle-aged child and his or her spouse;

and one young-adult grandchild.)

For each of the thirteen families, there are

interview data-lor each middle-aged man and each middle-aged woman of the fami-

ly (husband and wife).A matched-pair techniqbe was- employed.to generate the second half'of the
study population.

Families were selected which were \similar in many ways to

the first sub-group except, for the residential location of the. elderly family
..7

member.

FaMilies were matched by the-sex-Of the grandparent and by lineage

.

whether the grandparent was the parent of the husband or the wife).
Thus, for every family in the first sub-group in Which the middle-aged woman
..

mother was the old.person interviewed, there is
in which the same relationship exists
middle-aged children.

Age of the old

family in the second sub-group

etween the elderly respondent and the
erson was the next Variable, controlled

for,.then the ages of the two middle-g neration respondents, and finallyT-a-S---

a crud

.ontrol for social class.posidion, the educational level of all three
,

7

The second

persons, the elderly parent and the two middle-aged respondents.

sub-group yielded:data for twelve men and thirteen women (the data for one

son-in-lawmereunavailable).

In all, then, 51 respondents were involved, 26

middle-aged women and 25 middle -aged men..

It should be noted than any differences found to.exist beween children

who reside with their aged parentsand those who do not may be due to the
possibly poorer health.status of the old people who do share a home-with
their children.

As stated above, old people tend to move in with children

only when poor health' dictates the necessity to do so.

Although the author

attempted to control for this possibility by matching the sub - groups on' he

age .of the old person; no direct measure of health status was obtained and
.

.,

thus, this possibility can not be ruled out in explaining the differences
found, if any, between these two sub-groups.

It should also be noted
that the
educational level of the study
is very high in compari.son
population
to the general
population.2 To the extent
indicates an above
that this
average socioeconomic
level, the findings to be
not generalizable to families.in
reportedare
lower social classes.
will note the absence
Additionally, the reader
of,any families in which
sons
were
interviewed
1:1ological fadlers, //7
about their
nd:the overall small number
of
families
in.which the old
person interviewed is the
grandfather. However, due
to
the
fact;that,
elderly women outnumbered
in 1976,,
elderly men by a ratio
of
146:100
(United
partment of Health,
States DeEducation, and Welfare, 1977),
it
is
likely
not render the study population
that this does
significantly biased on this
to the general
variable in contrast
population.
.

,

SHE INSTRUMENT

The data for this study
are derived from respOnses to
_ ---,-------.a two-part_interView
administeredin.the original study.
\
The first of
questions pertaining-to
------these-partsincluded a series of
patterns
ofrideiffification and influence
and to rates of
contact within-the,--fgElly as z whole.
How
2:_----,'the
major
-view, and the
component, of the inter questions which will be analyzed
in
this
series of
research,;consisted of a
open-endediquestions designed to
examine how the relationships
the various. dyadic plairs
\
between
of interviewees
were-Perceived'
by each member of each of
the dyads. In othei
words, the grandparent
respondents were - .asked about
relationships with their
their
interviewed child and grandchild;
the' middled-aged respondents about their
relationships
with\their-child and with the
parent-in-law; and -the
aged'parentor
young adults about,
their
relationships
parents and with their
with each of-illgsir
grandparent. The responses
"v
to these questions
the raw data for the
repreSente
present research.
\

.

.

.

\

i

1

\.

1

\

-7METHOD AND TREATMENT OF 'DATA

There were no qUestions in
this section of the
interview which directly asked
the respondents
toindicate their major
concerns regarding their aged
parent or

2

Comparison is based on data
of the United
States Bureau of the Census,
-Population Reports, Series
Current
P-20, #314,
United States:
"Educational Attainment in the
March 1977 & 1976."
Washington, D.C.:. United
Government Printing Office, 1977,
States
.pp. 19-28!.

parent-in-law.

.Neither were there any
questions asking the respondents
whether:'
caring for the old

or not,they.found

person,to,be-a-hdrden.: However, many
ofthe-questions which Were asked ell:Cited
this information. ThUs, the
e-responses
were reviewed for any answers
containing
evidencethat_the
of his filial duties as burdensome
respondent perceived
and:for evidenCe that the-respondent
Cerned about some problem
was conor problems facing his parent.
The ft/St variable
operationalized was the feeling of
1
being burdeted bY.
'parent-caring responsibilities:
.

In order, to do so,responses

of the sujects
were reviewed and each respondent
was assignedf6 one of two groups:"
those
.whose answers indicated that
they perceived some_aspect of
parent=carIng-to b
burdensome and those who did
not.
The
followint-quotes_illustrate the type.of
comments made by the
middle=aged7respondents about their.aged
them tube--place d In the
parent which led
former.category:
!

"I try to

convitce her that when my husband
and I take 'a
She thinks we should
like she does - and with her."

vacation',. it is a necessity for
us.
stay at hOme

.

"She fights growing old.
She wants to be with
of friends - with younger people,Kif
our circle
we let her. We say
they would rather be alone.
I don't tell her if I'm
tertaining. She dr4ped in
enonce
when I hadn't.
her.
was embarrassed."
"He divorced his wife two
years ago and moved in with
and that is when our
us
relationship became.more strained.
After being married thirty
years, without anyone around,
it gets
difficult sometimes to have him
here all.the time."
It is to be noted that
only responses which
indicated feelings of- strain
with the older person's
associated
age-related problems were coded as
evidence
of
parentcaring burden\ These are to
be contrasted with
responses
which,
in
the ccder's
opinion, related.to family
conflicts or
be ween the old per- --t
son'and the rApondent.
\

The next set of variables

were those related to parent
concern. In order
variables, each time a respondent
mentioned being worried about
some age-related problem of
their parent or parent-in-law,
the content of. their
worry was noted. No pre-selected
categories were involved in the
coding of parent concerns.
Whatever issues were salient enough
to the child to be mentioned'
were noted, and only after
this process w-completed.
were the_responses grouped
into distinct categories.
In instancesin which the child
to examine these

voiced morathan_one

in relating an anecdote to the_interviewer, each of the concerns was

conce

noted separately.

Thus, for one respondent who:revealed that/she felt that

her agedtmother:was,too ill to, be living on her own, the coding reflected

worry about the old person's health and worry about the mother's living arrangements.
The

te data were then analyzed on three dimensions of parent-concern.
.The

first dimension related simply to whether or not the children reported being
concerned\about any aspect of their parent's advanced age.

This variable, ex-

'pressed concern, was operationalized through the use of a cumulative score
(ii.e., the total number of-concerns voiced by the child).

If one of more con-1

The

cerns were mentioned, the respondent was scored as expressing concern.
/

second dimension analyzed, degree of concern expressed,, was also-operationalized
via the cumulative worry score.

Respondents voicing two or more concerns were

rated as, high on this variable and those mentioning no concerns or only one
concern were scored as exhibitng a lwo level of concern::, The nature or content

of concerns mentioned was the third dimension of parent\concern assessed and
was analyzed simply by generating frequencies ivdicating the number of respon,
)

1

.

dents who reported various kind of concerns'.
..-

The Burden of Parent-Caring

Table 2 summarized the results on both expression of burden and reported
parent concern. i The findings on the expression of burden associated with
parent-caring reveal that 'overall' less than 25% of respondents indicated per-

ceiving of their filial duties as burdensome but that women were significantly
more likely to do so than men. \ Examinationof the impact of sharing a houseHold with an aged parent or parent:in-law on the likelihood of reporting parent7

caring-to be burdensdme reveals that there is a slight tendencyforrespondentS.
living with their,parent or parent-in-faw to report/fteling burdened more fre-

quently than children whose agedparents or parents-in-law reside in a separate
household.

FREQUENCIES OF. EXPRESSED BURDEN AND PARENT CONCERN (%)
,

4e

Expressed
Burden

Expressed
Concern

'Degree of
ConCern

Hi

Lo'

RESIDENTIAL LOCATION
OF ELDERLY PARENTS:
Same HoUsehold (N=26) /

31*

89

65**

35.

Diff. Household (N=25)

16

84

40

60

39***

.85

58

2.

48

.52

'53

47

SEX OF RESPONDEN'N
Daughters and ,Daughters(N=26)
in -law

Sons and Sons-in-laws
\(N=25)

24

TOTAL (N=51)1

***X = 5.93.

* *X2 = 3,26

8

88

86-.

The difference between daughters/daiighters-in-law and sons/sonsin-law is reliable at or beyond the\,02 level.'

TheAifferende between respondents living with their aged. parents
and', respondents living in separate householdt from their. aged
parents in the degree of-expressed concern approaches significance

atthe .65 level.

*X2 = 3.26

The differencebetween respondents living with their .aged parents
and respondents living in separate'households from their aged
parents in the expressionhf..feelings of burden approaches sig
nificance at the 05'levei.

'expression and Degree of Parentoncern
The main finding with:regard to the expression of concern about aging
parents or
parents-in-law ie:that the vast majority of.reSpOndents evidenced,
.
1.
some kind of concern, 8t% overall. No differences were found between men and
women on this measure.

RespOndents were no morelikely to report concern when

parent and child resided together than when they lived,:in different residences,.

However, the results are Slightly. different when analyzing differences by

As indicated

sex and.residential location in the degree of concern expressed.

an approximately equal percentage of reSpondents expressed

in. Table 2, overall

high and low levels of concern.

But, ehe.data show that respondents who share

their home' with their aged. parent or parent-in-law mare frequently evidenced a

This is in contrast

high than a low degree of concern about the old person.

to respondents who live in a separate household from that of the'old person,' who
are more likely to display low rather than high levels of concern.
Daughters and daughters-in-law were found to be more likely ,to express__

a high level of concern than a low level while sons and'sons=".fO-law are equal,

While the differences

ly likely_ to show either high or low-levels of worry.

between respondents sharing their home with the old person and those who do- not

approached statistical significance, none of the findings on the degree of expressed concern are significant beyond an alpha level of .05.

The Nature of Parent ,Concerns

The concerns voiced-by each Of'the respondents about-the-problems of
their aged parents (or parents-in-lay) fell into six categOries; concerns' about

livin'arrangements, the generally increased dependency Of the old person,
worries about the old'person'*safety,. concern-over the old- person's physical'
_

health,'. and mental health, and. worry about the old Terson's leielofaceiVity
_

and social involvement.

The categories, and the number and percentage of re-. '.

Spondents who voiced concerns in each one of them are shOwnin table 3
yi.

'-.The. categories health, 'living arrangement's, and personal safety are re1

latively,straightforward.

A respondent was coded as.evidencing'worry'about the
t

.
.

.

.
,

.

.

.
.

.

old person's level of dependency if they indicated a general awareness of_change
:

.

.

i

TFIE'FRE UENCI;WITti .14111ONCERNS1B7
AGEDPARENTS ARE MENTIONED' BY
,CHILDREN' WHO VOICED AT LEAST ONE CONCERN (%)

Total

laus./
Etus,-in-law

Areas of Concern

Living Arrangements

.

16

Residence of; Old Person

Sex of Respondent
SOns/

Same HH

Diff, HH

Sons-in-law

16

15

13

20

Personal Safety

9,

8

10

13

4

Dependency

8

10'

'6

7

9

34

22

Health

29

33

25

Emotional Problems

16

12

19

Activity Level

12

14,

10

16

Miscellaneous'

11

'6

15

7

100

49

"51

Total

22

N
7.

16

45'

.

I

,

-.
in the degree to which the old person. needed theM,:,for:help in such areas as

phYsicalaare, emotional support, financial.aaaiatanceetc.

it should be

noted, hOWeverthat a response was coded into this category only when the
major point of.the respondent was the old person's _overall increised.dependency.

This:ds,toThe contrasted to reaponsea-indicattng concern over 'a specifit

area in which the old person had grown more dependent, ii which case the response was coded in the category appropriate to the particular problem area
discussed.

Emotional problems included such things as the need for moral support due
to the death of a loved one or friend of the old person, setlility, forgetfulness,
,

and lonlines

.

Activity, level refers both to instances in which the child felt

that his or her aged parent (or parent-in-law) was doing toogmuch work around
the house or garden, and to concerns that the old person was isolated and unInvolved and ought to be more active.
cluded Loncerli

the miscellaneous category in-

Finally

about such problems as limited budgets, medical costs, and

whet,,.er or not the old person .should draw up ,a will

It will be noted that, as anticipated, \there is some overlap in these

categories with the problem areas used by Lieberman in her work on parent con.

cern.\ Most notable in this regard are the findings that health"related concerns
were also the,most frequently mentioned by the sample reported on here and the
relatively high nurriber ofrespondents also voicing worry about the old person's

need for emotional support- However; as projected, additional-concerns which
she did notAnVestigate appear to be causing anxiety to the respoiidents,,in this
research.

Two ofv4the most significant.of.,these newly found areas of parent con-

cern wereworiies that the old person was either too active or not active.
cern
enoUgh,and..concerns about the living arrangements of the old person.

Additional,:

ly,-while Lieberman-reported that her respondents were frequently cbglizani of
changes related to the increased dependency of. the oldpersOtr, this 'category

did not appear as-frmiently,in the present sample, with less.thanA%,of-respOndents:overall, reporting'concernin, this area.
6
.

.

As shown in Table 3,-health related conCerns dominate fdr, the sample as

a whole, for men and women, and for all respondents',,regardleasOf whether or
%

not the two generations live In' the same household.
t
4.

.18

It also appears that worries

concerning .

the

the, old person, andanXiety over:Where the,

emotional p

oUblesome: to each group:of-respondents.

old -person shoUld: live_ a 'e equally
,

The only major deviation .to this pat t rn is :found- in the sample of.:tieTSonsiharHere,' health concerns:

ing their home .with the 'aged parent or

arent-ift=Iaw.

are even more ficf4Uent, but thJ second

ostfrequently mentioned. worry related

Also, these reapondents were less likely_

to the old person's -activit\ y level

than all, other groups studied to: evidence concern over the emotional problems

of the'old person.
With regard to the eff ct of living. arrangements of the old person vis -a --

vis .his or her children, the data in Table(3)substantiate the earlier findings
that sharing a home with aged parents or parents -in -law leads the middle -aged'

child to display more concern about: the welfare of the old:person than ifjanThis can be seen in. the figures indicating;'

ent and Child reside separately.

the percentage of the total number of concerns whiCh were mentioned ..by the 'two
sub-groups of .,the sample, with a larger percentage of .the' total. haVing'been

the concerns of children whose parents reside With them (55%).
There were other differences between these two sub-groups as well.,
Children who-share their home with their aged parents x)r. parents-in-law tended
to display greater concern over health related .problems , the, activity level. of

the old person,, and the old person's personal safety than did respondents whO

did not share their home in this way.
'/

The latter group, in contrast , :appeared

to be more worried than -the/ former abOut the emotional problems,

problems of

Thus, it does /appear that liv/
ing with one's aged parent or parent-in-law exposes a middle-aged child to a

living arrangements, or other problem areas.

somewhat different picture of 61d age- than if the child and parent do note live'
together.
.6.

IMPLICATIONS

There exist implications of these data for our knowledge about adaPtation
in old -age.

Taking .a 'developmental aiSproach :to the life-span,' parent7caring
.

-..

,

4'

,I

..

mould be seen as a developmental. task; 'SuccessfUl completion: of Which will.:.aid
Y i.:

.,

the mid4e-aged individual in successfully handling the developmental tasks of
Old-age.:

Such a view waS. put.. forth by: Blenkner .(1965).
.

,

.:

:.

An :additional argument

.

..

made byi'developmental theoris ts is that it is only when a. role \trans i t ion is

\

unexpected or unanticipated that it can be considered to be a crisis (Albrecht
and Gift, 1975) , and 'that; in turn, only when such a crisis exists will the un- ,

Q

.

certainty WhidhresUIts.lead-to anxiety, psychological stress and poor per-

formance as=rneindividual attempts to undergo the rale transition..
It appevrarq froM the findings presented here that the vast major_

,repondents wer=e observing a great deal about.the problems of old, age w'their parents were acing.
It is possible that one consequence of

that these parent-carers are learning what they can expect when they
old-age.
Thus, parent-caring may prepare a child for what might ot

;e

be certain unexpected realities of life in one's last years and if this is SO,
their ability to adapt to these now anticipated realities is likely to be
strengthened as a result.

In trying to assess thedmplicatioUs of the data
problem emerges.

on reported'burden, A

On the one hand, one might conclude thatthese data provide

evidence in support of the view that parent-caring duties are easily accepted
by middle -aged children and "an affectional and ethical response to parentra
need." (Blenkner,':.1965, p. 49):

desireabil

However, it may also be true that a social

noir:was in operation and that the majority of respondents were

just unwill14,11g to admit to what would likely, be a guilt,producing response.

Given the low _percentage cd:respondents who did mention being burdened in some

way by parent-caring, in conjunction with the findings that only- the children
faced. with the= greatest responsibility in providing such care (daughters and

daughters-irrlaw especially those sharing their homes with the old person) were

at all likely to report such feelings, it appears that, at a certain point,

providing for an aged person is likely to be felt as burdensome but that it
would be socially and psychologically unacceptabl%.to admit to such. feelings.
The implication-to be, found

this for social'programming is that, in

some \ases, provision of emotion

to, c re-taking services,imight
child

counseling, rather thanor as a Supplement
emore useful for assisting the middle-aged

n dealing; with ,his or _ler;

1 duties.. If these parent-caring shildren.

do have to deal with a mix of burden and .guilt.and worry over their aged parent,
it iS e

y to understand the extent of emotional strafn they face-

Social-

-woHrers, in helping the middle-aged child to deal with this complex situation,

would be assisting not

onlAhe Childhuttheparentas.welL.,for it wOuld,

Allow-the child to,become amore acceptiOng;44vingx and therefore,' more func/

.tional .caretaker.;

Such'asSiStanCeYWilLalso aid.the'Children'in:theaong-,run

tot, in.assuring'mOresucUesdfdLadaptatiOnto the':11.14aVcrisiS, they
will be more likely to,sucOded:ln-dealingwith the.developmental tasks of
.

adapiatiOn ip their. own old -age.

Also useful would:be programs for sducStingthe mleffdleaged childaboUt
the nature Of lold-zge4 what aged! parents neeclmostby way ofcate, and where
they can get yariousAinds,of assistance if. needed.

For example, becausecon-

ceins-over'dePendency, petsOnalsafety, and liVing atrangements are so common,
middle -'aged children of aged parents'stand to gain a great deal from learning

about senior-citizen hoUsing.sUbsidies4'or housing:altetnatives fo'r old people

whi.Ch would permit:themto maintain their independence as long as poSsible

without jeopardizing their personal safety or health:in any way.

If a lack of

such informatiOn is'the rule, andp itj.cts to heighten the worries. of
ren who are already greatly concerned. about their parent's welfare, a lot
/

wouldl)e,accomplished very easily by -making this information more readily available.
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